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From the Found

er

The Rescue Rollercoaster
In the end 20+ big cats found sanctuary
But boy was it a wild ride from beginning to end.
he notorious Netflix series Tiger King debuted during the beginning of the pandemic. It showcased breeders,
dealers, exhibitors and exploiters, but barely shed light on the big cat crisis in the U.S. Instead, it launched the
‘bad guys’ into stardom and pop culture.
Luckily, the spotlight is exactly what was needed. As they boasted they could breed as many tigers and big cat hybrids as they
wanted, parade cubs in front of barrages of visitors, and not adhere to social distancing rules, finally the tide started turning.
The spotlight on them also shed light on the mistreatment, neglect and poor conditions these animals were living in.
One-by-one, these breeders are finally being closed down, but it isn’t easy.
Wildlife in Need, Inc. in Indiana had over 200 animals. This brazen owner declawed cubs, bludgeoned a leopard to
death, kept big cats in small spaces on crushed rock, gave away cubs to other breeders and cub petting businesses, and
thought he was above the law.
It took public pressure, the USDA finally revoking his license, a federal lawsuit by PETA claiming he breached the
Endangered Species Act AND a second lawsuit by the Indiana Attorney General to close down his operation.

T

The Bad Guys Begin to Fall
So bad guys like Wildlife in Need, Inc. did finally get the
media they were thirsty for. Only this time, it showcased them
correctly.
But a lot goes on behind the scenes that never makes the media.
I was in contact with authorities and groups involved in all
these cases. It was a tangled web; not sure what case would be
ruled on first. If it was the federal or state case that was ruled on
first, that would change the entity in charge of placement for the
animals. So, we had to be prepared for multiple scenarios.
As the Rescue Committee Chair for the Big Cat Sanctuary
Alliance (BCSA), I worked for months compiling an inventory of
animals and groupings from news reports, old USDA inspection
Tammy with Callie, tiger
reports, photos and videos on social media and in the news.
The inventory taken during the state inspection was not yet
public. With nearly 60 cats, we needed to develop a recommendation of what sanctuaries could accommodate cats, do their
own transport, immobilization, etc.
I reached out to all the BCSA sanctuaries to determine their space and transport availability and began
building a matrix.
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Preparing for a Large-Scale Rescue
Over the months leading up to the seizure, I was
working with a contact from each legal case, getting updates
and making recommendations for animal placement.
And as we saw the owner getting more volatile, making
threats and not adhering to judges’ orders, I knew a seizure
of the animals was coming soon. Without any confirmation,
we still had to be ready.
That meant buying medical supplies and immobilization
drugs in case we were called upon to move and sedate
dozens of big cats. We began servicing trailers, purchasing
more big and medium transport crates, moving cats at our
sanctuary, and modifying habitats for the possible groupings
that might come. We even started securing more transport
trailers, drivers, etc. in case other sanctuaries couldn’t get on
site in a short time frame.
All of this is done at our own cost, so that we can be
there for the animals. And I know other sanctuaries that we
recommended for placement were doing the same.
A week before the seizure, I was in conversations with
our contacts. As in all legal cases, they can’t confirm
anything until they make their final recommendation to
the judge and the judge files a ruling. So, everything is
done in good faith until then.

Then just a few days later, I was informed they narrowed
that down to two and we wouldn’t be receiving any. I’m
so thankful for the two reputable sanctuaries who took the
cats and also thankful for all the wonderful sanctuaries who
offered but didn’t receive animals.
Of course, we were disappointed given all we had done
on the case. But more so because we have several open freeroaming habitats where cats could be living a wonderful life.
Our placement recommendations always embrace
going to sanctuaries with open habitats vs. having to live in
a holding area while a sanctuary builds habitats for them.
Then, in the state case, we didn’t even get a call. I just
saw on the media the animals going to zoos and unaccredited
sanctuaries. We’re hoping some of those animals did reach
accredited sanctuaries, but it hasn’t been made public yet.
And to date, we still haven’t received any communication.
Many decisions are good, some are confusing, and
some leave us scratching our head—why would a receiver
use an unaccredited facility or one with USDA violations vs.
ones who are accredited?

The Legal System
I received a call on the federal case that they were not
following our recommendations, but still placing the cats
in their case with three reputable sanctuaries. Us being
one of them.
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Why would they choose to temporarily house the
animals in small spaces, just like they were removed from,
vs. placing them in sanctuaries who have free-roaming open
habitats available?
In the end, I’m thankful this breeder and cub petter was
closed down. And in the future, I hope there becomes a more
streamlined process to be transparent to the sanctuaries
who are working so hard to do what’s right for the animals.
I am thankful for all the sanctuaries who offered homes
and transport to the animals at no charge in this case.

The Rescue Cycle
Planning and helping with rescues is part of what we
do, even if we can’t control the outcome.
We also offered to take in all the big cats from another
international legal case. But by the time we were contacted,
permits had already been pulled to send cats to two other
sanctuaries. We were asked to take the remaining three cats
others didn’t have space for.
The challenge for the other sanctuaries was the cats had
to be flown into a large city airport and then driven
hundreds of miles to their facilities. All of this was delayed
since borders are closed due to the pandemic. So these big
cats have been in limbo for quite some time.
As one of a few sanctuaries with big cat airline crates,
we donated the use of our five big cat crates to them. We
shipped them to the holding facility where the cats were.
Once the cats arrive at the two other sanctuaries, our crates
will be returned.
Had I been contacted earlier, we would have driven and
picked-up all of the big cats and brought them to our
sanctuary months earlier, before COVID closed the
borders and before the cats had to be disbursed to several
sanctuaries across the country.
But in the end again, I’m happy all these cats will find
their way to sanctuaries. Now, I just hope the judge rules in
favor of the animals so they can remain where they are, safe
to live out their lives there permanently.
At the same time, I was coordinating the rescue and
pick-up of two bobcats from California and a Savannah
from New Jersey. Bans on commercial airlines flying
animals, like the Savannah cat, make logistics more time
consuming and expensive.
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Shanti Deva, lion
Right before the pandemic hit, an owner in New York
was going to surrender her F1 Bengal to us. I reached out
to her since I’d now made arrangements for the Savannah
cat to be driven from New Jersey. We could pick up and
bring her F1 Bengal to us, too. Sadly, she said her F1 Bengal
had escaped through a window in March, never to return.
As I work on these cases, I never lose sight of the large
breeders/dealers who hopefully will be closed soon. I
monitor the legal filings, social media pages, and contact
local authorities in order to be prepared in hopes of their
possible closure.
In the midst of all of this, I found an emaciated, very
sick tabby cat at a gas station. He was so wobbly on his
feet; his eyes were swollen and full of discharge, and he
had scabs all over. We took the time to nurse him back to
health, find the right foster home and work on getting him
permanently adopted.
And then there are our over 100 residents here who
deserve and get special attention each and every day.
Sometimes, I feel like I am on a merry-go-round that I
can’t get off. But each time we do get a cat placed at our
Sanctuary, it is all worth it. I know our staff puts their entire
heart into making sure they have the best life possible.
Combine that with your unwavering support and I feel truly
blessed knowing how lucky the cats who live at The Wildcat
Sanctuary are.

Tammy Thies
Founder & Executive Director
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Sanctuary to Secure More Land

Make a gift at WildcatSanctuary.org

Y

our support can help us secure more land!
We have always been interested in purchasing more land near and next to the sanctuary. This would
ensure a buffer zone around all of our habitats. It would also prevent new construction encroachment around
the sanctuary. We’ve already seen two permanent homes being built on our road.
We also feel responsible for giving back land to our natural wildlife. Building the sanctuary entailed knocking down
trees and fencing off areas where native wildlife used to live. By securing more land, we can conserve and give back to the
wild animals in our area.
Securing more lands will allow us future build out opportunities for staff/intern housing and a heated shop. Something
that’s so needed!
Would you be able to help us cover the cost of this vital new land? The cost is $81,000 for 45 acres. But the importance
to the sanctuary and our cats is priceless.
You can donate during Give to the Max toward the land by including a gift in the return envelope, or making a general
gift at WildcatSanctuary.org or by calling 320-245-6871.
Thank you for helping secure their future!
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Animal Care Center Update

Zeke, tiger

Zeke, tiger

I

can’t believe it is fall already. Where did the summer go?
As you know, we completed our match for the Animal Care Center!
We’re so excited that an additional $155,000 was raised for this important project. This would not have been
possible without founding members helping initiate this wonderful match.
The pandemic continues to teach us patience and flexibility. Over the summer, we had the last zoning hearing for the
new Animal Care Center and the final plans were approved. We were excited to finally break ground before the cold
weather set in.
Unfortunately, the pandemic has decreased the supply chain for many construction materials, including wood and
concrete, two key components of our new building.
Lumber costs increased by 30% with no guarantee from lumber yards that they could even get all the supplies needed
since many are at a first-come, first-serve basis. They won’t guarantee the current price if there is a back order either.
We’ve decided to see what work we can get done this season at the bid price (septic, excavation, tree removal) and wait
until spring for the final build-out in hopes market prices come back in line. We feel this way, we’re being the best stewards
of committed funds.
This also gives us time to modify any plans to ensure each and every space is COVID compliant. We know we’ll be
living in a new world, very different from when the building was originally designed.
But even with this delay, we’ve been busy this summer. New Hybrid Haven habitats have been constructed, drainage
and landscaping took place in Sabrina, Callie, Jeremy and Simon’s yard and new platform systems were installed in two
tiger habitats in Wild Woodlands. It’s been a crazy year, but we are still busy at work for the cats.
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Sponsor a cat today at WildcatSanctuary.org

Callie, tiger

Mansa and Leo, lions
Kimba, lion

Dimitri, tiger
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Chupino, lion

Shanti Deva, lion
Tao, bobcat

UPROAR!
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TIGER-THON
was a Smashing Success

O

ur first ever TIGER-THON was so much
fun! Not only did the tigers smash through
all the special enrichment that day, but YOU
helped us smash through our fundraising goal, too.
By having our sponsors REMAX Results, Mary L.
Kenzie Foundation, Animal Emergency & Referral Center
of Minnesota, Jamf and some very special supporters
TRIPLE MATCH your donations, we were able to raise
much more than we expected!
Thank you so much for assuring the cats enjoy everyday
here at the sanctuary as much as they did the days of our
TIGER-THON. It can’t be said enough, you really are the
best supporters ever!!!

Caesar, tiger
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Callie, tiger

Pandora, tiger

Daisy, tiger
UPROAR!
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New Arrivals

Love, savannah

S

o often, you read about local animal control
officers having to deal with escaped
wild “pets.” Many times, they turn to
us for assistance, especially with hybrids. Few
are familiar with them and their care.
Recently, we were contacted about a
Savannah cat running free on the East Coast.
Though she wasn’t causing problems necessarily,
people were worried when they saw her just sitting
in the middle of the road.
Her owners were found. They said they didn’t
want the cat in their home since she’s deaf and
screams at night, keeping them awake. Authorities
told them they’d be charged with animal cruelty
since this Savannah had no way of defending herself
from predators. They chose to surrender her instead.
We’re so thankful this concerned animal control officer
reached out to us. We’d helped her in the past on another
case. The Savannah was seen by a vet there, had blood
work run, and was vaccinated. Their understanding was the
deafness was a recent issue.
She’s a six-year-old Savannah and the officer was told
the breeder would not take her back. It’s infuriating that so
many irresponsible breeders make such huge profits selling
these cats, but show absolutely no commitment to them in
the long run.
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This Savannah had already been at the shelter for over
a month and definitely is a screamer. With that issue, it
would be impossible to find a good home for her. And
long-term life in the shelter wouldn’t be good for her either.
So, yes, we stepped up to help another Savannah who
had no other options in life. We’re so thankful to our
volunteers who brought her all the way from the East Coast
to Minnesota so she could begin her new life with us.
With this new life comes a new name, too. Since she’s
deaf, we chose the “I love you” sign to represent her new
name. Our caretakers will use this sign to
communicate with her. We are also looking
into teaching her signs associated with
food or water. Many of the signs being
used will only require the use of one
hand, allowing the caretakers
to hold food bowls or treats
in one hand while signing
with the other.
What’s her new name?
It’s LOVE—and that’s what
we plan on showering her with,
thanks to your compassionate
support!

Love, savannah
WildcatSanctuary.org

Sisters in need of a home
Did you know we’re one of the few sanctuaries in the
United States that rescues hybrid cats? We currently have
30 hybrids living here, but that number’s growing.
Sadly, the profitable breeding of hybrid cats is going
through the roof as people want their very own “lap
leopard.”
Because buyers have no idea the expensive and often
destructive issues they’ll be dealing with, they quickly
change their minds and want to get rid of the cats they’ve
paid a lot of money for.
Where are all these hybrids supposed to go? Breeders
usually won’t take them back. Domestic shelters won’t
accept them since they’re deemed unadoptable.
Phoebe, Monica, and Rachel are three of the lucky
ones. These young F4 Savannah sisters (wild serval and
domestic cat hybrid) were removed from a backyard breeder.
Due to their unsocialized nature, they were considered feral
so a home environment wasn’t possible for them.
Through your donations, you helped us say “yes” to
rescuing them. Within weeks, the sisters became brave
enough to venture outside, exploring their dynamic habitat.
We kept an eye on them through trail cams so they could
settle in peacefully.
Already, all three girls have slowly allowed caretakers
into their world and hearts. They’re not nearly as skittish
as they once were. They’ll be able to live out their days
knowing love and compassion, thanks to your support.
We can only imagine how many hybrids are euthanized
simply for the wild tendencies they were bred for. We
hope you’ll continue to help us educate others to say no to
hybrids. Keep the wild in your heart, not your home.

Become a sponsor parent at
WildcatSanctuary.org
UPROAR!

Phoebe, F4 savannah

Monica, F4 savannah

Rachel, F4 savannah
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New Arrivals cont.
Rescuing bobcats all the way from
California

Glenn, bobcat

California’s catastrophic wildfires have been in the
news daily. Our hearts break for all the wild life, and human
life, being affected so tragically.
Rehabbers there are being called on more than ever to
help. Though we aren’t a rehab facility and we aren’t in
California, we can help out those in need there, too.
How? By freeing up desperately needed cage space in
California so they can rescue more animals there, especially
those that can be rehabilitated and released back to the wild.
A California rehab facility contacted us, asking if we
could take in two unreleaseable bobcats. They planned to
drive them to Colorado where we would meet them.

Our SPONSOR-A-WILDONE program lets you
feel a special connection
to our cats—from a safe
distance! As a Sponsor
Parent, you’ll receive the
personal story of your
sponsored wildcat
along with photos.
WildcatSanctuary.org
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Sarge, bobcat

Glenn, bobcat

Sarge’s Story from the rehabber:

Glenn’s Story from the rehabber:

We rescued this bobcat after he’d been hit by a car.
Though it appears he came from the wild, by his behavior,
we know he was hand raised.
Why? A wild bobcat would not wait at the door and
challenge you for food unless he was familiar with people
feeding him.
Sarge is fine and relaxed all day, until feeding time
when he’s been known to charge the door.
This is why people release their “exotic pets” into the
wild. They assume with behavior like this, they can hunt for
themselves. But that’s not true!
These guys come in emaciated, full of ticks, sitting on
trails not knowing what happened to their comfortable life.
These bobcats are not all instinct. They LEARN what
they need to know from either their mom or in a
rehabilitation facility.

Bobcat Glenn was found on the side of the road,
emaciated and full of ticks. Animal Control was able to
walk right up and put a net on him.
Glenn is about two-years-old and was obviously captive
bred. Sadly, he appears to be yet another bobcat purchased
as a pet and then released.
Not enough is being done to outlaw the ownership of
exotics!
Behavior-wise, Glenn is very timid and hiding, not
aggressive at all. He seems to be a sweet boy.
As happens so many times in rescues, the rehabber’s
plans to transport them halfway fell through. So our staff
traveled all the way to California to pick them up and bring
them back safely to the sanctuary.
When we make a commitment to a cat, we’ll overcome
any hurdles thrown in the way of their rescue. We’re
thankful Glenn and Sarge now call The Wildcat Sanctuary
their forever home.

UPROAR!
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Become a sponsor parent at WildcatSanctuary.org

Daisy, tiger

Logan, tiger
Simon and Jeremy, tigers

Shadow, leopard
Leo, lion
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Pandora, tiger
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Gino, lion
Zeke and Dimitri, tigers

Caesar, tiger

UPROAR!
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Will More Cats Arrive From
Argentina?

I

t has been two years since the first lions from Argentina arrived here at our sanctuary. Yet it feels like they’ve
been part of our family for so long!
Sofi, Kimba and their son Gino came to us from the Buenos Aires Zoo. Leo came from La Maxima Zoo and
Mansa came from La Plata Zoo. Saltena and Chupino came from Mendoza Zoo.
All of these zoos were municipal zoos. Government authorities cooperated in relocating the lions, instead hoping to
turn their zoos into eco-parks featuring native species.
But the Lujan Zoo, one of the most notorious in Argentina, is privately owned. Visitors have been able to enter animal
cages, posing and touching big cats and cubs for photos. There are literally thousands of photos on the internet of people
posing with tiny cubs, huge tigons and ligers, even with mother lions nursing their cubs! The breeding never seems to stop.
With the pandemic, the zoo’s business of exploitation has been hurt. Argentina’s Ministry of the Environment has
intervened to close Lujan Zoo. Many animal advocates had filed complaints about the years of abuse animals suffered there.
But the owner refuses to surrender the animals to sanctuaries.
Since the animals are privately owned, the legal process continues. The Ministry is hoping to make possible transfers in
the future. We’re continuing to work with our representative there, offering a home for life to any of the wild cats in need.
We’ll continue to keep you updated as things progress.
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Saying Good-bye to the First
Sanctuary Resident

I

am wrought with emotion. It’s taken me quite
some time to sit down and write this memorial
for my very special Cleo. The first resident of The
Wildcat Sanctuary.
I remember when I first got Cleo. Like others, I was under
the false notion that exhibiting cats like Cleo would help save
the species. I had seen so many animals poorly treated in the
advertising world and later at pseudo facilities I volunteered at.
I thought it was my duty to change the world.
But really, it was Cleo who changed it.

What Cleo Taught Me
Cleo taught me about patience, expense, fragileness, and
even my own ignorance. But most importantly, she taught me
about false expectations.
It only took bringing her out for an educational appearance
twice for her to change my mind. This was in no way good for
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a wild animal. Others told me she would get used to it and
acclimate to traveling so much in a crate. She’d get used to the
harness, and even the roar of the crowd.
But after the second school visit, seeing an animal I loved
scared and insecure…I knew I had made a mistake. I needed
to learn a better way to help cats like her.
And I did.

The Hard Times
I had to move four times before we finally found the
sanctuary site we’re at today. I had to learn hard lessons through
zoning disputes and rebuilding. I had to experience what it was
like being broke, not knowing how I would pay the next heat
bill after I depleted all my savings to help the cats.
I had to learn the feeling of helplessness when I had to say
good-bye to a resident I could no longer help. I felt the hurt
when people close to me no longer believed in me. And for

WildcatSanctuary.org

years, though surrounded by many people, I felt truly alone. I
had sacrificed everything, even emotionally.
Cleo was there every step of the way. She made every
move I did. She saw volunteers come and go. She had to say
good-bye to her cat companions. But the one thing I tried
hardest was to assure Cleo never felt alone.

Saying Good-Bye
Earlier this summer, Cleo had her senior wellness exam.
At 22, she appeared very healthy. I was even expecting a few
more years with her.
But her appetite began to decrease. She still came up for
her favorite treats and I spent a lot of quiet moments with her.
During one of our last visits, I saw she was breathing heavily,
something that wasn’t an issue the day before. Immediately, I
knew in my heart this was it. But I wasn’t ready.
I had a very hard and stressful day and I didn’t feel I could
honor Cleo the right way if I had to make the decision today.
I made the choice to ask the vet to give her supportive care to
ensure she was comfortable. We’d say good-bye the next day or
two when I could come to terms with her leaving us.
But as in the beginning days of the sanctuary, Cleo led and
showed me I had to do what was right. While she was sedated
for her exam and care, she made the choice for me that I was
struggling with.
Cleo’s breathing became faint and her blood pressure
dropped. She was telling me it was her time and it was okay
to let go. Letting her go when she needed was the true way of
honoring her, not necessarily when I would be ready.
She guided me now when I needed it most, just like she
had the last 22 years.

UPROAR!

I waited several days before I was able to accept her passing
I took a long walk through farm fields. My walk took me a
different way than I’d ever taken. I kept walking and walking
until I had a view of the entire rolling fields.
In this quiet space, I sobbed. So much emotion. The hurt
of saying good-bye and having to let go, the guilt of getting her
as a kitten and her never being able to be free.
I’m thankful that, her entire life, she only knew love and
kindness, even though it was in a captive environment. I felt
happiness that she’s finally reunited with her partner, caracal
Sampson.
But most of all, I felt fearful. Fearful of the future, because
losing Cleo, the first resident to call The Wildcat Sanctuary
home, is the end of an era. It closes a chapter and now puts
me on a journey that feels a little unfamiliar, especially without
one of my strongest guides by my side.
But then, as I looked out at the beautiful field, a peace also
came over me. I still have a lot of animals guiding and leading
me every day. They provide new lessons. And new residents
will continue to join us, each one special and magnificent in
their own way.
Change and transition can be hard. But it can also bring
new growth.
Cleo, as I feel the breeze from the fields, the light from the
sun, and the energy from the animals, I know you are still
guiding me each and every day to always do what is best for
each and every one of them.
I love you my dear friend. I was so lucky to have 22
amazing years with you as my teacher. Enjoy being reunited
with silly boy Sampson. Enjoy many cuddle huddles together.
Forever in my heart! I am thankful for each moment
with you.
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Gone But Not Forgotten
Maui
There’s a saying that cats have 9 lives. Maui the Snow Bengal truly
embodied that.
From his arrival 14 years ago after being left at a Hawaii airport, his
chronic health issues were part of the caretaker’s daily routine. After
inflammatory bowel disease, kidney and dehydration issues, it was bone
cancer that finally took Maui from us.
We made sure Maui was held every moment as we sent him over the
rainbow bridge. As a caretaker favorite, it was hard to say good-bye to him.
He had a wonderful weekend outside in the sun, visiting with those who
loved him.
Maui, we will hold you in our hearts forever, just like we did so lovingly
in our arms.
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Mohan
We knew for a few weeks that this day was coming, so we
made every moment count. Mohan enjoyed wonderful
summer weather. He took many tiger naps in the sun and in
the shade, as the breeze blew through his whiskers. He shared
quiet moments with his caretakers, and even a last dip in his
specialized pool.
We tried so hard each day to hold back the tears and
celebrate his life and all the joy he brought to us….and to you.
But his legs, knees and hips were all failing. Walking was
becoming even more difficult, yet he was determined to do it
to come say hello, chuff, and show us he knew he was loved.
And he was right. He was loved so very much. If love and
support could have healed him, he would be running through
the grass and still with us today.
Mohan is a miracle tiger not because he overcame, but
because he endured.
Since we saved him three years ago, he struggled with
walking. We did everything we could to help relieve his pain.
From laser therapy, to oral medication, to daily mobility walks,
we felt blessed to be able to make him comfortable.
On our last day, knowing that at 17 Mohan was leaving us
simply because of past neglect, it just seemed so unfair. He was
healthy in every other way. But Mohan didn’t think life was
unfair. He found true joy in the smallest moments.
Despite all the physical discomfort caused by captivity,
Mohan was very happy. And what made him special to so
many was that Mohan also made everyone feel just as special
as he was.
Mohan, today we lead you to the pride on the other side,
where you can run and finally live forever free.

UPROAR!

Make a memorial or honorarium gift
at WildcatSanctuary.org.
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In Honor & In Memory

Gifts of $25+received
06/30/20-10/07/20

In Honor

In honor of Dani Mattessich

In honor of Sweetie

In honor of Brian Link’s birthday

In honor of DJ’s birthday

In honor of, and with love for, my dear
Cosmo

Sally Thornton

Benjamin Link

Miles Wenzel-Johnston

In honor of Brooke Haynes
Steven Dungan

In honor of Elizabeth Eide’s birthday

Diane Wuesthoff and Gary Parks

In honor of Rita’s birthday

Kellie Vap

Kande Larson

In honor of Caitlin Tong’s birthday
Taylor Heckman

Joan Eichelberg

Craig & Linda

In honor of Jerry Anne Keown

In honor of Lauren Humphries.
Thanks for all you do to save wild cats!

In honor of Suzanne Gorte’s birthday

In honor of Judson Tharin on his
birthday

In honor of Constance Perenyi

In honor of Callie, one of my sponsored
cats, on International Tiger Day!

In honor of Kacy Turner, your big cat
artist

Rita Nunn

Jakobus and Tina Kendall

Paul Gorte

Constance Perenyi

A THOUGHTFUL WAY TO GIVE

Honoring Loved Ones

Judson McNeil

F Scott Valeri

In honor of Lee Marie Hall
Sandra Marnoch

In honor of Marie Kramer’s Birthday
Jeffrey Larson

In honor of my Dad Adrian Helgeson
on his 100th birthday
Randi Helgeson

In honor of Peggy Fisher’s Birthday
Jerry and Lori Allen. Kate, Joe and Max
Cichomski

In honor of Roz Annen’s birthday
Barbara Sharpe

In honor of Suzanne Gorte’s birthday
Brandon Gorte

In honor of Teresa Nowak
Carol Jackson

In honor of my birthday and our dog
babies, Pixie, Lucy and Marley
Pete and Jodi Roth
Honor a beloved pet or celebrate a friend or family member with a
special In Honor or In Memory gift.

Recognition Opportunities include:
• Your gift listed in UPROAR magazine
• An inscribed brick or bench in our Memorial Garden

For information, call 320-245-6871
or visit bit.ly/DonateTWS
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In Memory
In memory of Adrian

Daria Dzura, Patti Levenson, Joan Oprian,
Charlene Riordan, Patti and Mark Soucie,
Catherine Tojaga

In memory of all the Bengals who have
crossed the rainbow bridge
Kathleen Jackson

In memory of all the cats that have ever
owned me
Hollida Wakefield Underwager

In memory of Andre
April Bowers

WildcatSanctuary.org

In memory of Athanasius
George and Elizabeth Naylor

In memory of Barbra Lundsgaard
Helene Kim

In memory of Blackie

Annette DiBiase and Ellen Richardson

In memory of Brian Abretske
Ellie Sterken

In memory of Burton

Kimberly Coleman, Willie Mae deGraffenried,
Karen Frasure, Alice Freeman, Lisa Henderson,
Deb Hurlburt, Marilee Kaufman, Heatherjoy
Klein, Virginia and Joseph Leary, Melanie
Lulue, Jennifer McCabe, Julie Might, Emma
Nelson, Joan Oprian, Bonnie Reiland, Laurie
Richards, Dale Spartz, Everit Terhune, Ruth
Terrill, Kacy Turner and Kevin Egan, Susan
Warner

In memory of Catherine Crossan-Vork
Ruth Vork

In honor of Cleo

Lisa Shaw, Nancy Bolin, Ellen Carlson, Willie
Mae deGraffenried, Teresa DesLaurier,
Amandine Disanto, Susan Dragieff, Jennifer
Howard, Mildred Martin, Jennifer McCabe,
Lessli Nielsen, Douglas Potter, Denise Rigney,
Ann Seeber, Karen Stalter, Everit Terhune,
Tammy and Scott Thies, Erika Toth, Kacy Turner
and Kevin Egan, Carole Vanacore Shaffer,
Susan Warner, Sharon Dawson, Thomas
O’Leary, Maureen Ykema

In memory of Dawn Perault’s little kitty
“Murray”
Kris Sittig-Barnard

In memory of Deb “Turtle” Wason
1952-2020
Tom Holmes and Jeanna Hensler

In memory of Kami
Robert Kurth Wirsing

In memory of Kasha

Janet and Dan Davis, Karah Evans, Karen
Frasure, Debra Habiger, Paula Johnson, Harry
Larrigan, Lauren Lynn, Joan Oprian, Connie
Rawa, Everit Terhune, Nancy Bolin

In memory of Leisha

Janice Bobrowske, Janet and Dan Davis, Willie
Mae deGraffenried, Karen Frasure, Jennifer
Howard, Linda Kiener, Leona Krieg, Joan
Oprian, Marsha and Henri Pache, Carol Ann
Smith, Dale Spartz, Deborah Westphal

In memory of Maui

Cindy Melby, Elaine Slocum, Tracey Archer,
Nancy Bolin, Janet and Dan Davis, Steven
Dungan, John Ehlers, Ingrid Graudins, Kurt
and Jennifer Indermauer, Kim and Joel
Meline, Joan Oprian, David and Christine
Schroeckenstein, Carol Ann Smith, Sally
Thornton

In memory of my cat Split
Mary Dimond

In memory of Stephen Archer
Tracey Archer

In memory of Mr. Zack from
Handsome Zack’s Records
Amber Katada

In memory of Mohan

Betheny Amyotte, Pam Allie Thomas, Susan
Barksdale, James and Lynn Berghs, Stephanie
Beverage, Bethann and Richard Bluder,
Cynthia Boatright, Meri and Jeff Boyer, Deanna
Bryan, Cynthia Carter, Michelle Coon, Gloria
Cox, Sharon Dawson, Gerrit J Diepering, Dore
Dokos-Loewenthal, Susan Dragieff, Eileen
Dulin, Christina Dyer, Daria Dzura, Dave and
Lisa Eberhardt, Chantele Eddy, Kendall Euler,
Karen Fedorov, Tracey Flater, Janice Gosselin,
Lisa Henderson, Heidi Hennen, Kate and Joan
Hibben, John Higgins, Tanya Houseman, Brian
Hoyt, Larry and Rita Iverson, Jennifer Jordan,
Marilee Kaufman, Arthur Kemish, Mary
Kenzie, Anna Kieselbach, Dale and Lauren
Kramer, Lynn Krapf, Margery Lambert, Virginia
and Joseph Leary, Maria LeClair, Cindy Lewis,
Lauren Lynn Paul and Karen Lynn, Heather
MacLeod, Julie Magilen, Jennifer McCabe,
Elizabeth McCaulley, Angela McIntire, Anne
McKay, Kristin Miller, Lisa Milliman, Denise
Neufeldt, Heather Nicoletto, Joan Oprian,
Sharon Osgood, Marsha and Henri Pache,
Irene Paino, Laura Parcells, Corinne Patera,
Phillip Perri, Pamela Pressler, Elizabeth Quinn,
Patricia Ray, Bonnie Reiland, Susan Roberts,
Jennifer Robinson, Pamela Rodriguez, Sue
Rogers, Verena Rose, Cathy Ryan, Deborah
Sandford, Kay Silver, Ellen Simmons, Veronica
Sjovall, Patti and Mark Soucie, Dale Spartz,
Mary Spencer, Patricia Sullivan, Lorrie Teige,
Lee-Anne Thomson, Kacy Turner and Kevin
Egan, Sheri and Chris Vitullo, Sheila Waters
Debora West, Jessica Winn, Susan Young,
Sharon Dawson, Thomas O’Leary, Maureen
Ykema, Mary Dimond, Tracey Archer

In memory of Mary Lou Ruiz

In memory of my cat “Sir Alex”

In memory of Mary Lu Morgan Ruiz

In memory of my beautiful kitty Trixie

In memory of Miko

In memory of my best friend Ruger

Linda Fenske

Barb Panneton

Jim and Pam Fisher

UPROAR!

Karen J Anderson
Susan Warner
Kathy Duncan

In memory of my mom and all the cats
she loved
April Bowers

In memory of Nacho

Sharon Bovie, Janet and Dan Davis, Nancy
Dobbs, Elizabeth Eide, AnnMarie Fischer,
Karen Frasure, Julia Helkenn, Michael Helm,
Jennifer Howard, Jenny Hwozdek, Laurie
Kaufmann, Aostara Kaye, Linda Kiener, Rene
Perrance, Douglas Potter, Bonnie Reiland,
Verena Rose, Veronica Sjovall, Peri Urvek,
Susan Warner, Kim and Joel Meline

In memory of River, Copper, Suzie and
Panda
Nancy Bolin

In memory of Sarafina
Joan Eichelberg

In memory of Skylar Urbanski
Todd and Jane Urbanski

In memory of Tara, Gabby, Nikita
Kim and Joel Meline

In memory of my own sweet Bengal,
Toho
Cindy Melby

In memory of Tom Merritt
Bonnie Reiland

In memory of Yvonne J. Kelly
Marie Wilkinson

The Best Gift of All

You can ensure your love of
animals continues beyond your
lifetime by including The Wildcat
Sanctuary in your estate plans.

Learn more at
WildcatSanctuary.planmylegacy.
org/ or call us at 320-245-6871
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Baby Jenga, bobcat

Essey, bobcat

Enzo, bobcat

Quincy, cougar

Mesa, African serval

Rocky and Mufasa, servals
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Kimba, lion

WildcatSanctuary.org

Leo, lion

Hal, African serval
Simon, tiger
Little Diva, serval

Tacoma, cougar

You can donate for their care at

WildcatSanctuary.org

UPROAR!
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Save the Date
GIVE TO THE MAX DAY
is our biggest 24 hours of giving!
It’s also the purr-fect time to give since your GIFT WILL
BE DOUBLED!!
We’ve got an amazing day planned for you November 19th.
Taking you behind the scenes, we’ll be giving you a glimpse of
what it’s like to be part of our rescue team.
From early morning food prep and medication rounds to
overnight care, you’ll get to see it all as you tune into our
Facebook page for live coverage that day. We’ll even be doing
a live, night tour post during the dark evening hours. It’s a
unique opportunity for you to see what the cats are really up
to at night!
Why wait? You can start scheduling your donation for
GIVE TO THE MAX DAY on November 5th. And as a
special incentive, every donor will be entered for a chance
to win our highly coveted CARETAKER FOR A DAY
EXPERIENCE!
Plus, for every gift of $100 or more, you’ll receive a paw
print and special thank you from our queen lioness, 25-yearold Shanti Deva. Wouldn’t that be extra special to have as a
memento from her?
Remember, when you GIVE TO THE MAX, you help
save wild cats in need. Thank you for helping change their
world for the better.

Shanti Deva, lion

